
VERTICAL WRAP
We took the tight-stacking functionality of vertical blinds and combined it with the 
light-diffusing elegance of sheer draperies. The result is superior, stylish performance.



VERTICAL WRAP — Elegant Functionality

Vertical blinds offer great functionality—especially for large windows and doors—but their utilitarian design can feel 
cold and out-of-place in many interiors. The Vertical Wrap solves this dilemma by taking everything that is great 
about vertical blinds—tight stacking, easy traversing and light control—and wrapping it in an elegant sheer fabric.

The Vertical Wrap acts like a slipcover that easily installs over vertical blinds. The fabric has a snap tape sewn across 
the top and a tack at the bottom to hold each vane in place. Our signature Eurohem will fall just below the vanes for 
the perfect, weighted hang. Discover for yourself how fashion and function are harmoniously combined in this one-
of-kind custom window treatment.

KEY FEATURES
• RETROFIT your existing vertical blinds (3 1⁄2" PVC vanes only) or customize a complete system.

• QUALITY GUARANTEE — All Vertical Wrap recommended fabrics come with a 5-year guarantee not to  
 shrink, stretch or fade. Plus, all Vertical Wrap complete systems come with a limited lifetime warranty.

• WASHABILITY — All flair21 fabrics are machine washable for simple, lasting beauty.

• SUSTAINABLE & ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY — flair21 fabrics are Oeko-Tex Standard 100 Certified,  
 which means they passed rigorous tests proving they are environmentally friendly and safe for contact with skin.

• EUROHEM — Our weighted bottom hem falls just below the vanes for an ideal hang.

• SAVINGS AND SELECTION — Choose from a wider selection of fabric styles, textures and colors AND  
 SAVE 50% or more versus Luminette.

• EASY-TO-INSTALL — Our fabric wraps are literally a “snap” to install. They are also easy to remove for  
 washing or to suit a change in season or decor.

• PRIVACY & LIGHT CONTROL — The vanes can rotate for complete privacy, or be left open for peaceful,  
 light-diffusing ambiance.

• UNINHIBITED VIEWS — Our vertical track offers a tight stack back for both inside and outside mount  
 treatments with a left, right or center split.

• FINISHING TOUCHES — A shirred sleeve or crown molding valance is included for free. A larger (6")   
 crown molding valance (in seven different colors) is also available as an upgrade.

100+
VERTICAL WRAP FABRICS
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